
PRODUCING BEST-SELLING,
HOMEMADE ICE CREAMS &
CHEESES WITH PREMIUM
DAIRY FLAVORINGS
Well-Known Working Dairy Farm in Ohio Crafts

Distinctive, Signature Dairy Products with

Naturally Sourced Flavor Extracts



OVERVIEW
Founded in 1869, Young's Jersey Dairy

is a beloved working dairy farm in Yellow

Springs, Ohio that produces homemade

ice creams and cheeses on location.

With a long reputation of crafting

smooth and creamy butterfat ice cream

and best-selling fresh cheddar curds,

Young’s sought improvement and

decided to enhance the flavors in their

products by using Bickford Flavors’ all-

natural extracts. Since the change in

flavor sources, Young’s homemade dairy

products now boast a better-than-ever

flavor profile. In addition to the

newfound, top-notch natural flavors,

Young’s operations value Bickford’s

commitment to quality ingredients, fast

turnaround and delivery times,

competitive prices, and excellent

customer service.

CHALLENGES
It all comes down to the long-time

commitment to develop exceptional,

homemade ice creams and cheeses

that showcase superior quality.

However, the extracts and flavorings

they were using simply failed to deliver a

flavor profile they were especially proud

of. To create best-known cheeses and

ice creams, Young’s knew they wanted

better flavors that would completely

capture the creamy, authentic dairy

flavor notes they were looking for.

Furthermore, the team at Young’s

sought flavors and extracts that came

with a better price point.



HOW BICKFORD
FLAVORS HELPED
Bickford Flavors not only helped Young’s

achieve the exact flavor consistency

they were looking for, but also they

offered more competitive pricing -

helping them secure a lower price point

for their flavors and extracts. Since

Bickford uses high-quality ingredients to

make premium flavors and extracts -

and each is formulated to be stronger

and more versatile than other flavoring

methods - Young’s end products

boasted a better flavor profile that

complemented their product(s), and

they were able to start using less flavor

per batch.

 

Bickford Flavors are:

RESULTS
Young's Jersey Dairy chose to work with

Bickford Flavors because of:

Friendly, helpful customer service

Great quality flavors & extracts

Our prices

Our commitment to ship within 24-

hours for fast delivery

All-natural, certified Kosher, and

backed by our very own 100-year-old

formulas

Formulated to be stronger than other

flavoring methods

Suitable for almost any application

Capable of delivering the exact flavor

consistency an application needs


